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President’s Message
Despite some atrocious weather, including the Territory’s first typhoon No 8
warning, we managed to get through a varied programme in May and June
without cancellations. This is a good time to remind members that in the event
of the No 8 Strong Storm Signal (STS) being raised Government facilities,
including those run by the Leisure and Cultural Services Department (LCSD)
will be closed. I often think that we have been extremely lucky over the past ten
years in not having had to cancel too many events due to bad weather. June has
seen a number of celebrations, including those hosted by the British and
Canadian Consulate Generals. On the 20th June I was pleased to represent the
Society at the British Consulate’s reception celebrating the official birthday of
HM The Queen. This year the event was held at the Asia Society with bandsmen
from the Household Brigade in attendance. The musicians, from the Welsh Guards, are in Hong Kong to
perform at an international military tattoo to commemorate the SAR’s Establishment Day. The following
day it was the turn of the Canadians, who this year are celebrating their 150th anniversary of confederation.
The celebrations continue on the 1st July with Hong Kong celebrating the twentieth anniversary of the
handover of sovereignty from Britain in 1997. The date also marks the inauguration of a new Chief
Executive, The Hon Mrs Carrie Lam Cheng yuet-ngor, GBM, GBS. I am sure that all members of the Society
will wish to join me in wishing the new Chief Executive and her cabinet every success in the future.
To mark Hong Kong’s Establishment Day our newsletter cover depicts the emblem of the Hong Kong SAR,
the bauhinia flower. This is from an original painting by RASHK member and botanical artist Mrs Sally
Bunker. I would like to thank Sally for kindly allowing the Society to use this painting on the cover. Several
cultural events, not to mention fireworks, are planned to mark the anniversary. These include a special
exhibition at the Hong Kong Museum of History entitled Longevity and Virtues Birthday Celebrations of
the Qing Emperors and Empress Dowagers. The exhibition, which opens on the 2nd July runs until 9th
October, is jointly organized by Hong Kong’s LCSD and the Palace Museum in Beijing and sponsored by
the HKJC. Consideration will be given to organizing a curator guided tour of this exhibition.
The Annual general meeting of the Society was held on Friday 28 April at the Hong Kong Club. I was pleased
with the response this year which saw some sixty members attend the meeting and the cocktail reception
which followed. At the meeting, I informed members present that the Society had been fortunate in being
offered a location to relocate its administrative office to. The reason for this move was necessitated by our
previous landlord wishing to sell the office in One Island South, where we previously had accommodation.
Our new premises are situated in Quarry Bay, very close to Kornhill and Taikoo MTR station. The other big
advantage is that the room is sufficiently big enough to accommodate the storage of publications and other
miscellaneous stores. We have therefore surrendered the storage cabins we previously rented which has
resulted in a significant financial saving to the Society. Details of the new address and telephone number
will be given later under General Interest. Two new members were elected to the Council at the AGM they
are Ms Vivian So who takes up the post of Honorary Librarian and long-time RASHK member Mr Bob
Bunker. I welcome you both to the Council and thank you for your willingness to contribute your time as
members of the Council. Standing down, after seven years of service on Council, was Ms Edith Chan. Edith
has made a considerable contribution to the Society during her time on Council and I wish to thank her on
behalf of the Society for all her time and effort on behalf of the Society.
Summer is now here and many members will be leaving Hong Kong for well-deserved vacations. The
Society will be take a break from its normal programme of events but as you can see from this newsletter
plans for events commencing in September are already being laid. One of the concerns I shared with members
at the AGM was that of membership. Over the last few years our overall membership has declined for various
reasons. I do ask all of you to consider promoting the Society and encouraging your friends and acquaintances
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President’s Message
to come along to our events. We have made an encouraging start to the new year with seven new members,
including two student members joining the Society.
I wish you all an enjoyable and interesting holiday and look forward to seeing you at our activities in the
future.

Michael Broom
President

Front Cover: Bauhinia Blakeana from an original painting by Sally Grace Bunker. (copyright Sally Grace Bunker)
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Future Activities
LECTURE

When True Love Came to China

Further details to be announced.
Well known writer Lynn Pan will be talking about her latest book ‘When Love Came to China’.

Programme
Speaker:
Date:
Time:
Venue:
Admission:
Booking:

Lynn Pan
Wednesday, 27th September 2017
Reception open 6:30 pm, talk starts 7:00 pm
Centre for Visual Arts (CVA), 7A, Kennedy Road, Mid-Levels
RAS Members $100; Non-Members / Guests $150
Please email <membership@royalasiaticsociety.org.hk> in advance to reserve your
place and pay at the door.
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Recent Activities
Piecing Together Sha Po, Lamma Island
Written by Pat Hase
On Friday, 21st April, about forty members and guests
attended an enthralling talk at the Centre for Visual
Arts, Kennedy Road. The speakers were Mike Atha
and Kennis Yip, the husband-and-wife archaeological
team which has spent a great deal of time in recent
years excavating at Sha Po, within the built-up area of
Yung Shue Wan, Lamma Island. This site is one of the
classic “beach-back” sites from which so much of our
knowledge of the Neolithic and Bronze Age cultures
of the Hong Kong area comes. As a result of their very
extensive excavations, together with excavations
undertaken by others, Mike and Kennis were not only
able to sketch in considerable detail the use of the site
between the Middle Neolithic and the late Bronze
Age, but also to show the landscape history of the site over the same three-thousand year period. The site
was, clearly, heavily used more or less throughout the period. The site came to be used by people not only
casting fine bronze fish-hooks and socketed axes, but making high-quality stone arm-rings as well. The
speakers made it clear that the site was thus a centre of a high culture. One of the commonest findings from
the sites were kilns. Mike and Kennis have shown that the site was used for salt-boiling, with about ten saltkilns (used for boiling the saline solution to crystallisation). For, I think, the first time, they showed that the
salt-kilns (flat-topped and associated with thick plaster marked with the impression of closely-woven rattan)
differed from the lime-kilns found elsewhere (domed and associated with fire-grilles). They pointed to a
sharp drop in the use of the site from the Chinese conquest of the area, presumably associated with a
significant drop in population. However, they were able to show that the salt-making on the site continued
after the Chinese conquest, under Chinese official control (marked by tiles impressed with Chinese
characters, implying Chinese officials on site). Altogether a fascinating evening, clarifying in a highly
satisfying way the early history and development of the Islands area.

(Photos courtesy Helen Tinsley & Ivy Ho)
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RASHK 57th Annual General Meeting & Cocktail Party
The 57th Annual General Meeting of the RASHK was held in the Harcourt Room at The Hong Kong Club
on Friday, 28th April 2017. Sixty members attended the meeting and the subsequent cocktail reception.

(Photos courtesy Michael Broom & Ivy Ho)

******
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Photographs of Old Hong Kong & The Tales They Tell
Written by Russel Harding
The lecture theatre at the Visual Arts Centre was heaving on the
evening of the 17 May 2017 with people who had come to see
another episode of David Bellis’s photographic tales of old Hong
Kong. Though many were no doubt attracted by the prospect of
recognising places they had long been familiar with, or which they
may remember but are no longer extant, none of the multitude could
actually claim to have been present, or even nearby, when the photos
were taken.
David’s modus operandi is to put up a large, high quality photo on
the screen. Pretty well everyone in the audience can immediately
recognise that the picture looks like it should be somewhere in Hong
Kong, as there is a sort of instantly recognisable je ne sais quoi to
them that says ’Hong Kong’ to the old China (Hong Kong) hand.
But then David asks the (we hope rhetorical) when and where? Some
things immediately jump out at the viewer without any guidance – if
there are people in the photo with a queue for instance, the viewer
can instantly feel a sense of satisfaction in being able to say (probably to himself so as not to disturb everyone
else, but not necessarily) ‘Ah, Qing dynasty, pre-1911’. But it’s often not that easy, and David is never
satisfied with a date like pre-1911 – he is after greater temporal accuracy.
David would then take us on a journey down into the photo. Since the pictures are so high quality, he can
zoom in on an area of the photo, and show us something significant there. Sometimes there was a headline
displayed at a newspaper hawker’s stall. He would then show us how his research into HK’s newspaper
archives had tracked down the exact date when the headline on the China Mail was the same as that on the
hawker’s headline board, and the date could be narrowed down to the exact year, month, day and day of the
week. In other pictures there were adverts for cinema or other shows, and he showed how some research on
when the film or play was released could date the picture to a year, and possibly a few months after the film
was released.
Another way to date the picture was if a building could be identified as being present or absent, and the date
of it’s construction or destruction could be found in the records, that, maybe coupled with the presence or
absence of other buildings, allows a date range to be established. A fine example of this was when he showed
us a picture of a dense group of houses, which he could identify as being cleared at Tai Ping Shan by the
government as part of the efforts to fight the great plague of 1894. He was also able to show us the same
area with the Bacteriological Institute – the first such laboratory in Hong Kong (now the Hong Kong Museum
of Medical Sciences). Other ways of dating can involve such things as looking at the kind of vehicles on the
roads (or lack of them) – no cars only rickshaws suggests an earlier date than one with cars in, and the release
dates of models of cars in the photos can be traced.
Locations can also be identified by reference to buildings, some of which, like the Shamrock Hotel are still
around, others of which, like the ones cleared to allow the Japanese to build a war memorial and monument
to their overlordship of Hong Kong clearly are not. Again, it was fascinating how David could zoom in on
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a particular part of the picture to identify a building or structure, and often cross reference it to another
photograph taken at a different angle, or time, to show the same structure which anchored it even more
firmly.
David also had a theme running through many of the pictures, where, sometimes by zooming in, and
sometimes not as there was no need since it was so obvious, he considered how much of Hong Kong was
supplied, built, serviced and generally kept going through the efforts of people, the term ‘coolies’ is often
used, carrying things on poles on their shoulders. The characteristics of the pole-carriers could also be sliced
and diced – for instance lady pole carriers tended to move things around in mid-levels, male pole carries
tended to do the equivalent on the water-front. Their numbers dwindled of course, in a fairly direct
correlation with the number of internal-combustion engine vehicles around.
David noted that it is relatively easy to find high-quality old pictures of places like the peak and Central, and
so it is much easier to patch them together into a date and place based narrative. Those areas are also of
course much more likely to have things like English cinema or newspaper signs to help with dating. But as
he pointed out, at different times in Hong Kong’s development, more than half of Hong Kong’s population,
at times well over a million people, were living in what were later called squatter huts, small houses or the
H Block redevelopment estates. These areas were much less photographed, and there is therefore much less
material around both to identify what was there, and to cross reference them against. Nevertheless, he was
able to show us an early example of an ‘H Block’ (remembered well by the author from his early days of
working in them in Hong Kong – though not photographing them) though since there were so many of them
build to an identical design, it was impossible to identify where.
But he was also able to show us some pictures of other
areas of Kowloon, which were, in general much less
recognisable at the detailed level (though Lion Rock is
of course a constant if it makes an appearance) to the
casual observer in the audience than most areas of
Hong Kong because of the surprising (to this author at
least) number of small hills that have now either been
leveled or completely hidden by the pervasive concrete
jungle that now covers Kowloon.
All-in-all, a great presentation which drew the
audience in to act as amateur detectives, and reminded
them of many aspects of Hong Kong’s past, not least
that it was not pre-ordained Hong Kong would become
the successful international city it is today (or was that yesterday?) David also reminded people that they
could help him by using their detective skills on the photos on his website: https://gwulo.com and that he is
always looking for more pictures to, much as Alice did through the looking glass, dive into.
(Photo courtesy Michael Broom)
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Cultural Innovation in China’s Cultural Revolution
Written by Helen Tinsley
Professor Clark is Chair Professor of Chinese at the
University of Auckland, with a strong research
interest, with publications, on modern Chinese
popular culture. During his recent visit to Hong
Kong, we at RAS were fortunate to hear him lecture
on how Chinese culture developed during the period
of the cultural revolution (1966-1976), traditionally
portrayed as a period of chaos and destruction. At
the heart of this period were 8 officially sanctioned
model performances, which included 5 operas and 2
dance works- hence the view that during this period,
culture for 800 million people was limited to 8 model
performances.
Using some wonderfully colourful and carefully chosen illustrations and examples, Professor Clark showed
us that each of these official models was the result of years of innovation and experimentation from a range
of specialists in the worlds of opera, film, dance and design. Such cross fertilization of skills and ideas from
both within and beyond the traditional opera and dance worlds had not previously occurred. These models
were built on cultural changes already developing pre1966, and were based on the officially approved
modernization of well-known Peking operas, films and familiar folk tales. Many of the works produced had
a long gestation period of years using written scripts, particularly for the operas. As the decade progressed
there were shifts in expectations of roles from typical revolutionary hero to a widened range of more human
characterization, subject to real life experiences and even doubts expressed. Such changes along with musical
scores and the use of film type stage sets and lighting effects provided a modernized Chinese version of
western styles. Ballet (historically a western art form) and other previously unfamiliar dance forms were
developed and images from these productions were often the subject of favourite ‘dorm’ room posters. These
widely distributed eight productions, with strong images were much enjoyed, as were the officially
sanctioned film versions, also highlighted in startup or reactivated magazines and comic books.
By the 1970s, other films were also appreciated,
new features were developed, old films rewatched
and criticized, even some foreign films with
officially acceptable story lines were permitted.
Official opinions were not always matched by
informal comment. There were long queues to see
available films and many of the contained
images/songs are still well remembered.
Apart from officially sanctioned developments,
unofficial culture continued to develop during this
period, particularly amongst the fifteen million
‘sent down youth’ who were based in the rural areas. Often seen as a period of lost opportunities for learning
and development, the younger generation were also freed from traditional urban based duties and
responsibilities, and now had relative space and time to read, write and sing. Underground hand copied
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books, writings and novels were widely circulated, both locally ---and
nationally during the annual return to the city. Some translations of
western books were also available and circulated by hand.
Informal urban ‘salons’ were also common in the late 60s and early 70s
where new ideas were shared and discussed. Many of these ideas formed
the foundation for China’s later development and opening up after 1978.
During this period, international links were restricted. However
internally, cultural links between different art forms of opera, film, dance
and music were created, along with some external influences, which
resulted in the very Chinese based examples illustrated.
The lecture resulted in many questions from members of our
knowledgeable audience about this time of transition in the development
of modern China and Professor Clark shared some of his personal
memories of his time there as a student.
The speaker: Professor Paul Clark
(Photos courtesy Helen Tinsley & Ivy Ho)
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Of General Interest
RASHK Relocation Notice
Members are advised that the details of the RASHK office address and telephone contact are as follows:
Office Address:

Unit A5, 18/F
Wah Ha Industrial Building
8 Shipyard Lane
Quarry Bay
HONG KONG

Tel no.:

(852) 2234 5011

Fax No.:

(852) 2234 5039

******
Invitation
You are warmly invited to enter for the annual international Proverse Prize for book-length non-fiction,
fiction or poetry and/or the Proverse Poetry Prize (single poems), both administered from Hong Kong.
For details, please refer to www.proversepublishing.com
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Of General Interest
Guizhou Trip
In April, a group of thirteen RASHK members participated in the Society visit to Guizhou Province, China.
Shown on the next two pages are photographs from that trip.
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Of General Interest
Guizhou Trip
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Of General Interest
Inventing le Louvre: From Palace to Museum over 800 Years

The Louvre Museum is a world-renowned museum. "Inventing le Louvre" proposes a large, brilliant
selection of works and masterworks from all the Louvre's departments. It explores the history of the Louvre
from modern times, marked by renovations and profound changes (architectural, functional and
museographical), to the origins of the very idea of the museum, born from the royal collections of François
I and Louis XIV. Along the way, the exhibition explores the contributions of Napoleon I and the visionary
ideas of the "Republics" and intellectual movements that followed. Throughout the 20th century, the Louvre
Museum continued to expand, increasing the number of outstanding collections. This led to the museum's
frequent introduction of new financial and administrative means to keep its vitality and charm as one of the
most important museums in the world.
The exhibition illustrates the diversity and richness of the museum's collections, displaying paintings,
sculptures, ceramics, tapestries, etc. The artworks in the collection are also from different periods. We hope
that this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity will enable as many people as possible to appreciate these art
treasures and explore the history of the Louvre, travelling on a 800-year journey interweaving art and history.
The exhibition will take place from 26 April to 24 July 2017 inclusive at 1/F Thematic Galleries 1,2,3,4 &
Function Place at the Hong Kong Heritage Museum, 1 Man Lam Road, Sha Tin, Hong Kong.
Website: http://www.heritagemuseum.gov.hk/en_US/web/hm/exhibitions/data/exid246.html
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Of General Interest
The Hong Kong Jockey Club Series: Hall of Mental Cultivation of the
Palace Museum – Imperial Residence of Eight Emperors

Jade seal with characters
‘valued collection of Emperor Tongzhi's veneration of his parents'
Tongzhi period (1862 – 1874), Qing dynasty

Hall of Mental Cultivation (Yangxin Dian) was the living place of the Qing emperors and the political centre
of the Qing dynasty. It is one of the mostly visited places in The Palace Museum, and it houses the most
well-known and invaluable artefacts relating to the emperors Kangxi, Yongzheng and Qianlong, etc.
As the Hall is closed for large-scale renovation, artefacts previously housed in the Hall will be selected for
touring exhibition. The exhibition will feature over 200 representative exhibits of the Hall to show its
political, historical and cultural importance in the history of the Qing dynasty.
The exhibition will take place from 29 June to 15 October 2017 inclusive at the 1/F Thematic Exhibition
Hall, Hong Kong Heritage Museum, 1 Man Lam Road, Sha Tin, Hong Kong.
Website: http://www.heritagemuseum.gov.hk/en_US/web/hm/exhibitions/data/exid245.html
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Longevity and Virtues:
Birthday Celebrations of the Qing Emperors and Empress Dowagers

This exhibition is a highlight programme to celebrate the 20th anniversary of the establishment of the
HKSAR. About 210 items/sets of precious exhibits associated with the grand birthday celebrations of
Emperor Kangxi, Empress Dowager Chongqing (mother of Qianlong), Emperor Qianlong, Emperor Jiaqing
and Empress Dowager Cixi, from the collection of The Palace Museum will be displayed. The exhibits will
showcase the ritual system related to the birthday celebrations of the Qing emperors and empress dowagers,
and the rich culture of ancient Chinese birthday celebration.
The exhibition will take place from 2 July to 9 October 2017 inclusive at the Hong Kong Museum of History,
100 Chatham Road South, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong (next to the Hong Kong Science Museum).
Website: http://www.museums.gov.hk/web/portal/mf2017_exhibfilmshowseries.html#4-38
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St John’s Cathedral Shop
Arrangements have been made with St John’s Cathedral Bookshop for copies
of RAS journals Vols. 52 – 56 and the book ‘Hong Kong Going, Gone’ to be
sold through the shop. It is hoped that Members will actively support this
facility, and encourage others to purchase Society publications from the
Bookshop. Their email address is: <bookstor@stjohnscathedral.org.hk>

*****

2017 Membership Renewal
Members are reminded that renewals are due on 1st January, 2017. If you currently pay by cheque and would
prefer the convenience of paying by Direct Debit, please contact the Administrator for a Direct Debit
Authorisation form on <membership@royalasiaticsociety.org.hk>. Those of you who pay by Standing
Order are requested to please ensure that the Order is for the appropriate amount.

Annual
Hong Kong Resident - Individual / Institutional

HK$750

Hong Kong Resident - Joint / Family

HK$1,100

Hong Kong Resident – Student*

HK$50

* in full time education – please enclose a photocopy of your student ID.
Life
Life – Single

HK$10,500

Life – Joint

HK$15,400

Overseas
Overseas - Annual

HK$450

Overseas - Life

HK$6,300
******
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PUBLICATIONS ORDER FORM
Journals
Vols. 1 – 51
Vols. 52 – 56

Price HK$
$50.00 each
$200.00 each

Books
Hong Kong Going and Gone
A Sense of Place: Hong Kong West of Pottinger Street

$120.00
$300.00

P&P
within HK
A Sense of Place: Hong Kong West of Pottinger Street
$55.00
Full set of Journals
$260.00
All other volumes (per volume)
$25.00
TOTAL

Qty
___
___

Order
_____
_____

___
___

_____
_____

Overseas (surface/registered)
$130.00
_____
price on request
_____
$65.00
_____
HK$ _________

Please send the order & cheque, payable to Royal Asiatic Society, Hong Kong Branch, to RASHKB, GPO Box 3864,
Hong Kong. We accept US$ or GBP cheques at exchange rates of US$1=HK$8 / GBP1=HK$11, but please also
add US$15/ GBO10.50 per cheque to cover bank charges incurred in clearing your cheque.

******
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PUBLICATIONS ORDER FORM
ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY HONG KONG STUDIES SERIES
Title
Ancestral Images
Cantonese Society in HK and Singapore
Custom, Land and Livelihood in Rural South China
The Dragon and the Crown: Hong Kong Memoirs (hardback)
The Dragon and the Crown: Hong Kong Memoirs (paperback)
Early China Coast Meteorology
East River Column: Hong Kong Guerrillas in the Second World War and After (hardback)
East River Column (paperback)
East River Column (Chinese edition)
Escape from Hong Kong (hardback)
Escape from Hong Kong (paperback)
Forgotten Souls
For Gods, Ghosts and Ancestors
Governors, Politics and the Colonial Office
Hong Kong Internment, 1942-1945 (paperback)
The Lone Flag: Memoir of the British Consul in Macau during World War II
Portugal, China & Macau Negotiations
Public Success, Private sorrow: The Life & Times of Charles Henry Brewitt Taylor
Reluctant Heroes: Rickshaw Pullers in Hong Kong and Canton, 1874-1954
Resist to the End: Hong Kong, 1941-1945
Scottish Mandarin
Six-Day War of 1899: Hong Kong in the Age of Imperialism (hardback)
Six-Day War of 1899 (paperback)
Southern District Officer Reports
Watching over Hong Kong: Private Policing 1841-1941 (paperback)
Ireland’s Imperial Mandarin (Robert Hart) (paperback) **Note 1
Ireland’s Imperial Mandarin (Robert Hart) (paperback) (Chinese edition) **Note 1
**Note 1. Available at branches of Joint Publishing, Commercial Press and other major
Bookshops in Hong Kong
All other books listed can be ordered through the HKU Press website
http://www.hkupress.org (under “Book Series” then “Royal Asiatic Society Hong Kong
Studies Series”)

******
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HK$
260.00
260.00
260.00
190.00
120.00
220.00
190.00
140.00
110.00
220.00
150.00
320.00
195.00
220.00
130.00
240.00
210.00
190.00
190.00
190.00
220.00
190.00
150.00
210.00
150.00
168.00
128.00
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Contact Details
COUNCIL MEMBERS CONTACT DETAILS
Position

Name

Phone

Fax

E-mail

President

Mr Michael Broom

2719 4974

2719 4958

president@royalasiaticsociety.org.hk

Vice-President

Dr Gillian Bickley

2259 3456

2688 0546

g.bickley@proversepublishing.com

Vice-President

Dr Helen Tinsley

9034 2241

fulttins@netvigator.com

Immediate Past
President

Mr Christopher Young

6388 5155

clbyoung@gmail.com

Past President

Mr Robert Nield

2540 0722

2335 5470

hiflyer@netvigator.com

Past President

Dr Patrick Hase

2658 6529

2658 5400

phhase@hku.hk

Hon. Secretary

Mr David McKellar

2843 2493

2103 5996

mckellar@graduate.hku.hk

Hon. Treasurer

Ms Connie Carmichael

2994 2488

Hon. Librarian

Ms Vivian So

2859 7011

Hon. Editor

Dr Stephen Davies

3917 5034

stephen.davies79@gmail.com

Hon. Activities
Coordinator

Dr Helen Tinsley

9034 2241

fulttins@netvigator.com

Hon. Archivist

Mrs Anna McCormick

9684 1066

Council Member

Ms Davina Lee

9196 5934

Council Member

Ms Moody Tang

2813 2322

Council Member

Mr Donald Gasper

2858 6601

d_gasper@royalasiaticsociety.org.hk

Council Member

Mr Robert Bunker

9037 6407

rbunker@netvigator.com

treasurer@royalasiaticsociety.org.hk
2857 2048

2859 2115

vwyso@hku.hk

annamcc@hku.hk
dioramaprojects@gmail.com

2813 8033

website@royalasiaticsociety.org.hk

OTHER USEFUL CONTACT
Position

Name

Phone

E-mail

Administrator

Ms Ivy Ho

6590 7523

membership@royalasiaticsociety.org.hk

(Part-time)

******
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